TRINITY

Quick Quiz
Which of these are in the Bible?

☑ or ✗

Noah's 3 sons
Jonah inside a fish 3 days and nights
Three wise men
Three giant rabbits
Peter denying Jesus 3 times

My 3 favourite

1. __________
2. __________
3. __________

Go on, see if you can do it a bit better!

Marks out of 10

Triple jumping
Riding a tricycle
Drawing triangles
Doing a triathlon
Reading a trilogy

From the Bible

Then Jesus said to them, "All authority in heaven and on earth has been given to me...therefore go and make disciples of people everywhere, baptising them in the name of the Father and the Son and the Holy Spirit. Teach them what I've taught you, and I'll be with you always."

One Way of Thinking About the Trinity

ICE
WATER
STEAM

Does this help you to think about God as '3 persons'? Can you think of a better illustration?

You can draw in the boxes. In fact you can draw anywhere...

One thing I know about God the Father:
One thing I know about God the Son:
One thing I know about God the Holy Spirit:
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